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Schwinn AC™ Sport Carbon Blue Belt Indoor Cycle  
 

Schwinn® set standards with the first
dedicated indoor bike. With the AC™ Sport,
these standards are redefined. The
adjustable handlebar and saddle provide
even more riding comfort. The
experiences of hundreds of users,
instructors and studio operators have
gone into the development of this
innovative bike. The result: a unique
device that is extremely popular with
athletes.

 CHF 1'990.00  
      

      

The Indoor Cycle from Schwinn with Carbon Blue - Technology. The belt drive system combines
unmatched durability with the authentic outdoor biking feel you expect from Schwinn Bikes.

Features:

Rigid drive
Carbon Blue belt drive - the durable, serrated Carbon Blue™ drive belt provides a cycling
experience just like on the road
Fully galvanized steel frame
Virtual Contact resistance technology - the innovative system uses magnets and an aluminum
disc to create resistance
Maintenance-free, thanks to a 6-magnet brake system
Schwinn Performance handlebars with ErgoLoop for additional hand positions
Ergonomic Performance Plus™ handlebar grips that reduce pressure on the hands in the training
position - 12degree tilt of the handlebars toward the user - for comfortable support
height-adjustable handlebars
stepless horizontal adjustment of the handlebars
stepless horizontal seat adjustment
vertically adjustable racing saddle
Morse Taper Double Link pedal (SPD clip / with basket and strap)
dual density saddle for an ideal combination of comfort and stability
stainless steel locking bolts
extra-large double bottle cage integrated on the handlebars
Optional: Echelon2 console that provides immediate feedback to help users achieve their training
goals
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Optional: 4iiii® crank arm power meter that provides accurate training information to help the user
train harder and more efficiently
User size: 150 - 203cm
Color: Quantum silver
suggested retail price CHF 2'590.--

Use: home to commercial continuous use
Payload: 159kg
Option: Schwinn Echolon2 console with RPM, Echolon2 power upgrade, Schwinn 4iiii crank arm power
meter, smartphone mount
Equipment dimensions: L127 x W51 x H127cm, weight 52kg
Warranty: 1 year full warranty, 1 year on wear parts, 3 years on spare parts, 15 years on frame

Brake system: Manual magnetic brake
Current-dependent: No
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Vertical seat adjustment: Ja
Horizontal handlebar adjustment: Nein
Vertical handlebar adjustment: Ja
Freewheel: Nein
Pulse receiver: keiner
Accessories: Drink holder
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